
Beōnd Manifesto  

Imagine waking up with the freshness of a new day alive inside you. A lightness 
beaming into all that you carry within, and a lightness beaming into the world before 
you. And like an offering into all your relationships of your past, present, and future, 
this newness wraps itself around your entire life. A sense of purpose, ease, openness, 
forgiveness, peace, and hope weave through you, propelling you forward with each 
step.  

Imagine a clear channel connecting you to your life but in a way you’ve never 
experienced before. A connection so pure that it inspires a version of you to emerge 
grounded in compassion and self-love and lifted by hope, purpose, clarity, and 
possibility. Imagine that this sensation is not fleeting but the beginning of who you 
have become.  

Imagine that this is who you are now. 

Maybe the idea of a healed whole self has felt like a distant desire, something you 
could wish for yourself or someone you love, but entirely outside of your grasp. 
Often the weight of shame, guilt, fear, pain, and uncertainty makes it not just 
impossible to feel worthy of transformation but to allow the idea of it to exist for 
you. To allow yourself to receive it. 

But what if the path to your healed whole self was waiting for you just across a 
threshold? And what if crossing that threshold required nothing more than a 
willingness to be met where you are, just as you are? What if the passage was not 
treacherous and did not require things you don’t already have, but instead, you were 
perfectly supported and never alone—arriving at your next destination invigorated 
by your journey— not worn, but ready to live. Ready to be alive. 
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You have a right to hope. To healing. To transformation. To release. To expansion. 
You have a right to exalt in your truth. You have a right to enjoy. To amaze and be 
amazed. You have a right to be.  

Welcome to Beōnd. 

There is a you blooming with hope guiding you forward. There is a you that extends 
past your shame, grief, addiction, and fear. A place where inherited cycles, patterns, 
behaviors, and beliefs are reimagined. There is a you across the horizon of your lived 
experience free from the heaviness you carry for yourself, for others, and your 
ancestors.  

The terrain of radical healing has been traversed for centuries by ancient 
civilizations across the globe because trauma, pain, anxiety, and addiction have 
always been part of the human experience and are often passed down from 
generation to generation. These inevitable aspects of life can derail us, define us, 
challenge us - but they don’t have to become us. And even when they feel as though 
they are, there are ways to undo, reset, and transform. 

In a world of unrelenting challenges where trauma can lead to addiction, we believe 
that psycho-spiritual healing is the path to transformation.  

Addiction, abuse, self-loathing, ancestral trauma, poverty, war—surviving our 
humanness is a marathon we run the length of our entire lives. Some of us inherit 
the grief of ages and ages of suffering, and some of us do well enough creating our 
very own.  

Beōnd unlocks the clarity we need to undo the inheritances of our ancestors’ 
suffering so that we spare our loved ones from inheriting the same sorrows from us. 
Beōnd bends us toward hope and guides us into the healed whole self where 
transformation and reclamation are currency. This requires us to be brave enough to 
acknowledge the gravity of our experience to lean into the levity life has to offer.  
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Beōnd does not simply mitigate the risks of ibogaine treatment; it amplifies the 
transformation that follows. We honor the gifts of the iboga plant from the 
indigenous peoples of Central West Africa and offer its wisdom and power of 
profound change and healing. We are not Shamans, just as we are anti-imperialist 
and anti-racist. We are practitioners, healers, coaches, and medical professionals. We 
are partners. We are guides. We are shepherds. Some will come to us to heal from 
addiction and trauma, and some will seek out treatment because their suffering calls 
them to heal so that they may flourish radically for themselves and the people they 
love.  

Beōnd is an invitation to seek, reclaim, heal, and renew. Experiences are designed to 
hold you through every artery of your transformation, from pre-treatment 
preparation and guidance to your deep post-treatment integration. We offer curated 
healing that harmonizes your psycho-spiritual growth with your transformation and 
safely brings you ashore to the next iteration of your life.  

Your healing heals the world. And your healed whole self is in service of 
interconnectedness. Your healed whole self is not a practice, it’s a way of life.  

Beōnd is where you become the embodiment of your healed whole self.  

You have permission to reimagine your truth. You are encouraged to go Beōnd and 
transmute your pain into hope. Imagine who you might be if you could release all 
that holds you back from becoming your most authentic and whole self. 

Beōnd a fragmented self is a sense of whole being. Beōnd our stories of our fractured 
family is our focus on love, patience, and forgiveness. Beōnd the roles we play is our 
deep sense of purpose. Beōnd our healing, is the healing of the world. Beōnd our 
doubt is truth. Beōnd darkness is a new dawn and enduring sunlight of hope. Beōnd 
our blame is understanding. Beōnd our sense of scarcity is profound gratitude. Beōnd 
treatment is transformation. Beōnd trauma and addiction is our healed whole self. 
Go Beōnd and begin again.  

Beōnd you is Beond.us 
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